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Continuous arch and rectangular loops
for the correction of consistent and
inconsistent load systems in extruded
and tipped maxillary second molars
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Introduction: The aim of this research was to compare the load systems produced by rectangular loops and
continuous arches for the correction of extruded second molars with a mesial inclination (inconsistent system)
and a distal inclination (consistent system).Methods: Themaxillary firstmolar of an acrylicmodel of a patient,with
passive brackets and tubes bonded, was connected to a 3-dimensional load cell of an orthodontic force tester, and
the second molar was replaced by its respective tube bonded to a second load cell. The second molar tube was
moved 2.5 mm occlusally and tipped 20� mesially and distally, creating an inconsistent force system and a
consistent force system. For each situation, ten 0.017 3 0.025-in beta-titanium, 8 3 10-mm rectangular loops
were compared with 10 0.014-in nickel-titanium continuous arches. The vertical forces—F(z)—and tipping
moments—M(x)—were compared using 4 t tests, at 5%. Results: In the inconsistent group, the rectangular
loop produced a larger M(x) in both molars: 2.11 N.mm in the second molar compared with the �0.15 N.mm of
the continuous arches. On the first molar, the rectangular loops produced �5.58 N.mm against �2.08 N.mm pro-
duced by the continuous arches. The F(z) values produced at the second molar with each system were similar,
whereas on the first molar they were different; the rectangular loops produced 0.41N, and continuous arches pro-
duced 0.53N. In the consistent group, the rectangular loops produced smaller M(x) values at the second molar
(�3.06 N.mm) than did the continuous arch (�4.25 N.mm) (P 5 0.01), as well as a smaller F(z) value (�0.52
vs �0.92 N, respectively). At the first molar, the rectangular loops produced smaller M(x) values (�2.32 N.mm)
than did the continuous arch (�4.18 N.mm), as well as a smaller F(z) value (0.59 vs 1.10 N). Conclusions: In
the inconsistent group, only the rectangular loop produced a system of force that could correct the
second molar. In the consistent system, both group mechanics produced a system of force compatible with the
correction of the secondmolar, but the continuouswire produced largermoments. Both groups showed a tendency
for mesial crown tipping of the first molar. (Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2018;153:396-404)
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Maxillary permanent second molars frequently
extrude when their antagonist teeth are lost
or damaged, and their correction with contin-

uous arch mechanics may not be adequate depending
on the position of the brackets and tubes.1 When the
force system (or load system) produced by a continuous
arch is incompatible with the direction of the force or
moment required for tooth correction, it is called an
inconsistent load system, and a different strategy
from the conventional continuous arch is required.2

Rectangular loops,3,4 temporary anchorage devices,5

or surgery6 may prove useful for correcting these ortho-
dontic problems when the load system is inconsistent.
However, there are situations when the direction of
forces and moments produced by a straight wire match
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Fig 1. A, A maxillary second molar extruded with distal-crown tipping. Upon inserting a straight wire
into the second molar tube (black line) and placing a force to engage it to the other brackets (blue
arrow), an intrusive (desired) force with a mesial-crown tipping tendency (desired) is expected to occur.
Because the estimated load system matches the one desired to correct the tooth, the load system is
called consistent. B, A maxillary second molar extruded with mesial-crown tipping. Upon inserting a
continuous arch into the second molar tube (black line) and placing a force to engage it to the other
brackets (blue arrow), an extrusive force (unwanted) with a distal-crown tipping tendency (desired)
is expected to occur. Since the estimated load system does not match the desired one to correct the
second molar, the load system is termed inconsistent.
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the ones desired for correction and are said to produce
consistent load systems.2 In those situations, the cor-
rect bonding of the appliance and any leveling wire
should be enough to correct the orthodontic problem,
at least in theory.

When maxillary permanent second molars extrude,
they may tip either crown mesially or crown distally
due to their eruption pattern or dental migration. De-
pending on their position, the load system produced
by a continuous arch may be estimated as consistent
or inconsistent (Fig 1) according to a well-known or-
thodontic rationale.2 Therefore, the most appropriate
solution for these 2 problems of mesial or distal tipping
with extrusion might not be the same. When a
second molar is extruded and tipped crown mesially,
a rectangular loop is thought to be a more suitable so-
lution than a continuous arch, which may not be able to
produce the load system required for the correction. On
the other hand, when an extruded second molar is tip-
ped crown distally and the load system is consistent, a
continuous arch may correct the second molar in a
simpler manner.

However, these 2 strategies have never been objec-
tively compared to determine whether one would be bet-
ter than the other for consistent or inconsistent load
systems in a specific clinical situation. A reliable way to
compare the system of forces required for a clinical
situation is with an orthodontic force tester,7 which is
an orthodontic force measurement system composed
of 2 three-dimensional load cells that can be adapted
American Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthoped
to any patient model to investigate different mechanics
for the solution of a clinical problem.8-17

Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare the
3-dimensional load system produced by a rectangular
loop and a continuous arch in 2 situations of an
extruded maxillary permanent second molar, one with
mesial-crown tipping and one with distal-crown tipping
(inconsistent and consistent systems of forces, res-
pectively), to determine which approach would be the
most appropriate for each orthodontic problem.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A maxillary model of a patient was poured in acrylic
resin and had 0.018-in MBT prescription brackets and
tubes (Opal Orthodontics, Sandy, Utah) passively bonded
with epoxy glue (JB Weld, Sulfur Springs, Tex), from
second molar to second molar, using a 0.017 3 0.025-in
stainless steel wire guide.

The model was secured to an orthodontic force tester
custom-made table. One load cell (Multi-axis force/tor-
que Nano17; ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) was
attached to the left first molar (later released from the
model), and the other one was connected to an articu-
lated device that replaced the left second molar. The
articulated device had a second molar tube bonded to
it and was placed in the same position as the left
second molar, after it was removed from the model
(Fig 2, A). The distance between both molar tubes was
7 mm, the same intertube distance before the removal
of the second molar (Fig 2, B).
ics March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3



Fig 2. A, A maxillary acrylic model from a patient fixed to the orthodontic force tester. A load cell is
attached to the left first molar, which will be separated from the model, whereas the second load cell
is fixed to an accessory placed in the position of the secondmolar. A 0.0173 0.025-in passive stainless
steel wire was used as a guide to position the brackets and tubes. B, The custom-made accessory
allowed a new second molar tube to be placed exactly in the same position as the original
secondmolar tube. Its anglulation could also bemodified. (Images were inverted vertically and horizon-
tally for clarity.)
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The second molar tube was moved 2.5 mm occlusally
from its passive position using a precision rod and a
digital dial (Mitutoyo, Aurora, Ill) adapted to the ortho-
dontic force tester. The articulated device allowed the
tube to be tipped 20� in mesial and distal directions,
enabling data from these 2 angulations to be obtained.
Before the data were collected from each situation, tube
angulations were assessed by Screen Protractor software
(Iconico, New York, NY) using a digital image of the
setup. The orthodontic force tester custom software
(Department of Mechanical Engineering, Perdue Uni-
versity, Indianapolis, Ind) allowed calibration of the
load cells, which transferred the origins of the mea-
surements from the center of the load cell to the center
of each tube, regardless of the rotation or position of the
load cells. The orientation of the reference grid for mea-
surements was perpendicular (x- and z-axes) and parallel
(y-axis) to the tubes.

The extruded second molar tube with a 20� mesial-
crown angulation was evaluated first, and the rectan-
gular loop and the continuous arch mechanisms were
compared. The load system was considered inconsistent
in this group. A scaled digital image allowed the design
of a template in the Loop Software (dHAL Orthodontic
Software, Athens, Greece) for the bending of ten
8 3 10-mm rectangular passive loops from
0.017 3 0.025-in beta-titanium wires (TMA; Ormco,
Glendora, Calif). The loop was designed with its box
centralized to the tube of the second molar (Fig 3, A).
The passivity of the loops was verified in the physical
March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3 American
model using the measurements of forces and moments
from the orthodontic force tester software. A second
template for the preactivation of the loops was also
made in the Loop software as follows. First, the
second molar bracket was repositioned virtually in the
Loop software to its desired final position: ie, intruded
and with its tipping corrected (a 2� overcorrection was
needed to ensure a parallel orientation of the wire angle
of entry to the first molar tube). The loop was then acti-
vated, and the resulting active shape was frozen by an
option of the Loop software (Fig 3, B), saved, and printed
in real size.18

The passive loops were preactivated by bends and
were stress relieved by trial activation as many times as
needed, until the new preactivated shape matched the
printed preactivation template. The center of the box
of the loop was marked with a felt-tip pen to allow its
position to be centralized with the second molar tube.
The loops were inserted into the auxiliary tube of the first
molar and into the second molar tube (Fig 4). Each loop
was tested only once, and the orthodontic force tester
software recorded the vertical forces (Fz) and tipping
moments (Mx) of the second and first molars. Also, ten
0.014-in superelastic nickel-titanium wires (Highland
Metals, Franklin, Ind) were tied to all brackets and tubes
of the model with elastic ligatures (GAC International,
Islandia, NY). (Fig 5, A and B) to register the load system
produced by continuous arch mechanics. The entire sys-
tem was inserted into a box made of expanded rigid
polystyrene plastic with an external hot-air source
Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics



Fig 3. Loop Software images:A, the design of the passive rectangular loop. The dashed line shows the
alignment of the center of the tube with the loop, and the arrow shows where a felt-tip pen mark was
made on all loops. B, By placing the digital second molar tube in its desired corrected position (with
a 2� overcorrection) activating the loop and freezing its new shape, a preactivation shape was de-
signed. Both images were printed in a scale to serve as templates. (The images were inverted vertically
and horizontally.)
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controlled by a digital thermometer maintaining the
temperature at 37�C 6 1�C.

A second clinical setup was used to compare the same
mechanics by altering the 20� of mesial-crown tipping
to distal-crown tipping, maintaining the vertical posi-
tion of the tube. This second situation was assumed to
produce a consistent load system. Ten passive rectan-
gular loops in this new tube position were hand-bent
with the same protocol as in the inconsistent situation
(Fig 5, C) that included the design of 2 new indivi-
dualized templates (for passive shape and preactivation).
American Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthoped
The same 10 nickel-titanium wires from the same batch
used in the inconsistent situation were side-flipped and
similarly tied to all brackets and tubes of the model to
collect the F(z) and M(x) values produced by the contin-
uous arch (Fig 5, D)

The data collected from the 2 groups were normally
distributed andwere compared using 4 independent t tests,
withasignificancelevelof5%,todetectdifferencesbetween
the F(z) and M(x) produced by the rectangular loops and
continuous arch mechanics for the first and second molars
in each situation, inconsistent and consistent.
ics March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3



Fig 4. A, Preactivated rectangular loop; B, activated rectangular loop engaged to the second molar
tube. (The images were inverted vertically and horizontally.)

Fig 5. A,Rectangular loop engaged in the inconsistent group;B, 0.014-in nickel-titaniumwire engaged
in the inconsistent group; C, rectangular loop engaged in the consistent group; D, 0.014-in nickel-
titanium wire engaged in the consistent group. (The images were inverted vertically and horizontally.)
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RESULTS

In the inconsistent simulation, the M(x) values pro-
duced were different (P \0.001). In the second molar
tube, the loops produced an M(x) value of 2.11 N.mm,
whereas the continuous arch produced �0.15 N.mm
(Table I). In the first molar tube, the loops produced
–5.58 N.mm, and the continuous arch produced
�2.08 N.mm. No differences were found for the F(z) pro-
duced in the second molars (P 5 0.118), but they were
March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3 American
different for the first molars (P\0.001), where the loops
produced 0.41 N against 0.53 N produced by the contin-
uous arch (Table I).

In the consistent situation, the loops produced
smaller M(x) values (�3.06 N.mm) than the continuous
arch (�4.25 N.mm) (Table II) in the second molars as
well as smaller F(z) values (�0.52 and �0.92 N, respec-
tively). In the first molars, the loops also produced
smaller M(x) (�2.32 N.mm) and F(z) (0.59 N) values
Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics



Table I. Average values of vertical force F(z) and
tipping moments M(x), with standard deviations in
parenthesis, measured at the tubes of the second
and first molars in the inconsistent force system
(extruded second molar with mesial-crown tipping)

Group Mx (N.mm) Fz (N)
Second molar Rectangular loop 2.11 (0.45) �0.41 (0.11)

0.014-in
nickel-titanium wire

�0.15 (0.06) �0.35 (0.02)

Significance P\0.001 P 5 0.118
First molar Rectangular loop �5.58 (1.34) 0.41 (0.11)

0.014-in
nickel-titanium wire

�2.08 (0.55) 0.53 (0.01)

Significance P\0.001 P 5 0.007

Positive values depict extrusive forces and crown-distal tipping ten-
dency. The values given in Newtons and Newtons.mm can be con-
verted to gram-force and gram-force.mm by multiplying them
by 102.

Table II. Average values of vertical force F(z) and
tipping moments M(x), with standard deviations in
parenthesis, measured at the tubes of the second
and first molars in the consistent force system
(extruded second molar with distal crown tipping)

Group Mx (N.mm) Fz (N)
Second molars Rectangular loop �3.06 (1.25) �0.52 (0.09)

0.014-in
nickel-titanium wire

�4.25 (0.16) �0.92 (0.03)

Significance P 5 0.015 P\0.001
First molars Rectangular loop �2.32 (1.41) 0.59 (0.10)

0.014-in
nickel-titanium wire

�4.18 (0.39) 1.10 (0.03)

Significance P 5 0.002 P\0.001

Positive values depict extrusive forces and crown-distal tipping ten-
dency. The values given in Newtons and Newtons.mm can be con-
verted to gram-force and gram-force.mm by multiplying them
by 102.

Fig 6. Inconsistent load system tested in this investiga-
tion. The intersection of the 2 passive wires points to a
larger moment acting on the first molar tube because it
is closer to the intersection of the wires. Thus, a passive
wire inserted in the first molar tube should be used to es-
timate the direction of the vertical forces of equilibrium,
rather than a wire inserted into the second molar tube.
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compared with the continuous arch mechanics
(�4.18 N.mm and 1.10 N).

DISCUSSION

When the maxillary second molar was tipped crown-
mesially, the load system (Fz and Mx) produced by the
continuous arch was inconsistent because it produced
an undesired mesial-crown tipping tendency in the
second molar tube along with the desired intrusive force.
Therefore, a continuous nickel-titanium wire would not
correct the second molar. Although the load system was
expected to be inconsistent, the predicted directions of
the forces and moments were incorrect. In the
second molar tube, an extrusive force and a distal crown
tipping tendency were expected (Fig 1, B) rather than an
American Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthoped
intrusive force and crown-mesial tipping. This can be ex-
plained by the relative position between the tubes,1 where
the moment ratio (0.07) between the second molar
(�0.15 Nmm) and first molar (�2.08 Nmm) points closely
to Class IV geometry (when the ratio would be 0) (Table I).
An incorrect estimation of the direction of vertical forces
(Fig 1, B) occurred because the wrong passive wire was
used for that estimation. An appropriate estimation of
the vertical forces produced between 2 tubes can be easily
done by inserting a piece of straight wire into each tube
and observing where those wires intersect (Fig 6). The
tube closest to the intersection will be the one subjected
to the greater moment and will dictate the direction of
the equilibrium forces in each tube.19 The estimation of
vertical forces (Fig 1, A) should have been done with
the wire inserted into the first molar tube, rather than in-
serted into the second molar, because it was closer to the
intersection of the 2 wires (Fig 6).

The rectangular loop produced a different load system
than the continuous arch in the inconsistent situation.
The loop produced an intrusive force and a distal-crown
tipping tendency, which was required for the correction
of the second molar. It appears that the rectangular loop
is the only alternative to correct the problem compared
with the continuous arch. Other loops, such as the L-
loop20-22 or the T- loop,21,22 would produce similar load
systems to the continuous arch and would not correct
the second molar. Those loops cannot disassociate the
intensity and direction of the moment produced from its
vertical activation, which dictates them. The rectangular
loop, due to its design, has the ability to disassociate the
direction of moments produced from the direction of
vertical activation, as has already been demonstrated in
nonpreactivated rectangular loops using a 2-bracket sys-
tem.22-24 Moreover, the possibility of individually
preactivating the loops, as done in this study, may allow
ics March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3



Fig 7. Image of continuous mechanics tested. The black
line shows the estimated deflection of the archwire if it is
not tied to the brackets; thewhite line shows the deflection
(exaggerated for comprehension) of the wire when it is
tied. This deflection is too small to be perceived by the
naked eye, but it is enough to produce the forces
described in this investigation.
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shorter loops to be used when a patient has a shallow
vestibule.

The load system that allows the correction of the
second molar given by the rectangular loop does not
come without the side effect of a mesial inclination ten-
dency on the maxillary first molar tube. This is because
the positive moment that would correct the tipping of
the secondmolar needs to be counterbalanced. That holds
true even in the load system given by the continuous arch,
which will not correct the second molar. The orthodontic
literature has extensively explored the principles of equi-
librium in situations between 2 brackets, similar to the
one demonstrated here, with unleveled brackets and a
straight wire1,25 or with active bends in leveled
brackets.26,27 The use of the loop without proper control
of the moments produced in the first molar tube is not
advisable because of the side effects that may result
from this movement, such as an undesired change of
the anteroposterior relationship. Therefore, the use of a
transpalatal bar for the distribution of this moment to
more teeth,4 or evenClass II elasticswith a cursor, applying
a distal force directly to thefirstmolar, is recommended. In
this latter example, even a light force (1 N, which is
approximately 102 gf) placed below the molars' axis of
resistance (about 6-8 mm) could produce a crown distal
moment high enough (6-8 N.mm) to counteract the
crown mesial tipping moment produced by the loop.

In the consistent situation, where the extruded maxil-
lary second molar had distal-crown tipping, the loop and
the continuous arch operated similarly. Both systems
showed a load system that could produce the desired
correction: ie, an intrusive force with a crown-mesial
tipping tendency. This result was not unexpected, for it
is well known in orthodontics that consistent load systems
only require a resilient wire to produce the required
result.2 However, the larger moment produced by the
continuous arch in the second molar tube was unex-
pected. This may allow greater efficiency for the correc-
tion of the second molar in the consistent situation,
possibly resulting in a faster correction of its tipping, in
a simpler and less laborious way. Like the inconsistent
load system, moments of high magnitude were recorded
on the first molar tube, producing a mesial-crown tipping
tendency, in both mechanics. As mentioned, this high
tipping moment of the first molars needs to be controlled
to prevent side effects.

The intrusive forces produced in the inconsistent and
consistent groups were different, except for those acting
on the second molar in the inconsistent group. In general,
the vertical forces produced in the consistent group were
greater, even though the second molar tube was displaced
the same (2.5 mm) in both situations. This possibly
occurred because of the larger deflection of the wire
March 2018 � Vol 153 � Issue 3 American
interproximally betweenbothmolar tubes in the consistent
situation compared with the inconsistent situation (Fig 5,
B and D), which produced larger forces and moments.
This effect can be explained by the relative angular posi-
tion, or geometry, between the tubes as has already been
shown: equilibrium of different angular positions between
2 brackets, even when they are leveled, can produce
different vertical forces.1 Different from the nearly Class
IV geometry produced by the continuous arch in the incon-
sistent system (Table I), the ratio between the moments
produced (1.02) by the second and first molars (Table II)
was close to Class I geometry in the latter situation, with
greater vertical forces to equilibrate the system.

Another unexpected result was the difference be-
tween the vertical forces produced in both molars
(�0.35 and 0.53 N) when the continuous arch was
tested, something that did not occur with the loops.
Although this may seem to be a load cell error, because
forces of the same intensity were expected, it can be ex-
plained by the wire deflection. The angle of entry of the
wire in the mesial extremity of the first molar tube pro-
duces a supplemental extrusive force on both molars,
reducing the net intrusive force on the second molar,
while increasing it on the first (Fig 7). The classic articles
that dealt with continuous arch mechanics only used a
2-bracket system1,26,27 and did not detect this effect.
When full multibracket appliances were investigated,
vertical forces in the opposite direction to what was
expected could be detected on brackets far from the
tooth to be corrected, as we observed.28-30

The continuous arch produced greater vertical forces.
They depend on 2 factors: the relative position of the
tubes1 and the modulus of elasticity of the wire used,31

leaving the orthodontist with few options to adjust the
force, if desired. On the rectangular loop, however, the
force can be changed by adjusting the vertical activation
regardless of the moments produced. Its disassociation
Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics
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ability enables the moments produced to be varied inde-
pendently of vertical activation, and one can be increased
without proportionally influencing the other; this is
different from the continuous arch, where the moment
and force are produced proportionally.22

In this simulation, we used 0.018-in slot brackets for
the evaluation of both mechanics, a 0.014-in nickel-
titanium wire, and a 0.017 3 0.025-in beta-titanium
rectangular loop. Although the continuous archwire
might be the first choice of initial wire for most ortho-
dontists, not all use 0.018-in brackets. Whereas most
auxiliary tubes in the first molar tubes are 0.018 in,
even if the main slot is 0.022 in, some clinicians might
use 0.022-in tubes in the second molars. We believe
that this will not change the load system in both me-
chanics because the calculated second order clearances
will be only slightly larger (1.76�) on the second molar
tube, due to its length (about 3.3 mm).32

The results of this study describe the immediate load
system produced by 2 mechanics, as correction, or wors-
ening, of the malpositioned teeth occurs, the geometry be-
tween the brackets alters, changing the whole load system.
Whereas finite element models have been used to estimate
changes of the load system that will occur with tooth
movement, it is still unknown whether those estimates
will match the biologic responses; they should be further
studied.33-36 Nonetheless, in that regard, rectangular
loops allow individual reactivation and adjustment to the
new position of the teeth as the patient returns for
adjustments, whereas in the continuous arch, the load
system will still be dictated by the brackets and out of
the orthodontist's control.
CONCLUSIONS

According to the 2 simulations performed in this inves-
tigation,when the secondmolar tubewas extruded 2.5mm
and tipped crown-mesially or distally by 20� creating,
respectively, an inconsistent or a consistent load system:

1. In the inconsistent system, the rectangular loop pro-
duced a load system compatible with the correction
of the second molar, producing intrusion and a
distal-crown tipping tendency, whereas the contin-
uous arch could not.

2. In the consistent system, both mechanics produced
a load system compatible with the correction
required, but the continuous arch produced a larger
tipping moment favoring the correction.

3. In both load systems, the mesial-crown tipping ten-
dency on the first molar tube was detected as a
side effect.
American Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthoped
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